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Relationship of ventral striatum activation during effort
discounting to clinical amotivation severity in schizophrenia
Greer E. Prettyman 1✉, Joseph W. Kable 2, Paige Didier1, Sheila Shankar1, Theodore D. Satterthwaite 1,3,4, Christos Davatzikos3,5,
Warren B. Bilker6, Mark A. Elliott5, Kosha Ruparel1 and Daniel H. Wolf 1,3

Motivational deficits play a central role in disability due to negative symptoms of schizophrenia (SZ), but limited pathophysiological
understanding impedes critically needed therapeutic development. We applied an fMRI Effort Discounting Task (EDT) that
quantifies motivation using a neuroeconomic decision-making approach, capturing the degree to which effort requirements
produce reductions in the subjective value (SV) of monetary reward. An analyzed sample of 21 individuals with SZ and 23 group-
matched controls performed the EDT during fMRI. We hypothesized that ventral striatum (VS) as well as extended brain motivation
circuitry would encode SV, integrating reward and effort costs. We also hypothesized that VS hypoactivation during EDT decisions
would demonstrate a dimensional relationship with clinical amotivation severity, reflecting greater suppression by effort costs. As
hypothesized, VS as well as a broader cortico-limbic network were activated during the EDT and this activation correlated positively
with SV. In SZ, activation to task decisions was reduced selectively in VS. Greater VS reductions correlated with more severe clinical
amotivation in SZ and across all participants. However, these diagnosis and amotivation effects could not be explained by the
response to parametric variation in reward, effort, or model-based SV. Our findings demonstrate that VS hypofunction in
schizophrenia is manifested during effort-based decisions and reflects dimensional motivation impairment. Dysfunction of VS
impacting effort-based decision-making can provide a target for biomarker development to guide novel efforts to assess and treat
disabling amotivation.
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INTRODUCTION
Amotivation is a prominent negative symptom of schizophrenia
(SZ) and a major driver of long-term disability1–4. While currently
available antipsychotics target positive symptoms, negative
symptoms including amotivation constitute a major unmet
therapeutic need5. Despite this crucial importance, the pathophy-
siology of amotivation in SZ is not well understood, posing a
critical barrier to therapeutic development.
Neuroeconomic approaches offer a framework to study specific

aspects of motivated behavior such as effort-based decision-
making (EBDM). EBDM tasks leverage reward/effort trade-off
decisions as a measure of motivation6–9. As the amount of effort
required to obtain a reward increases, the subjective value (SV) of
that reward is reduced, a phenomenon known as effort
discounting. Neuroeconomic techniques can model specific
decision-making patterns of individuals, including those with
impaired motivation.
SZ is associated with abnormal EBDM behavior, particularly

reduced willingness to increase effort to obtain rewards of greater
value or probability, suggesting greater subjective cost of
effort1,8,10–12. These categorical diagnostic effects may reflect
dimensional variation, as several studies in SZ show an inverse
correlation between negative symptom severity and willingness to
exert effort10,13–17. Different EBDM paradigms differ in sensitivity
to categorical vs. dimensional effects18,19, and the measures most
sensitive to the full dimensional spectrum of motivational
variation may be less sensitive to categorical diagnostic
discrimination.

Studies in animal models have identified a core motivation
circuit comprised of dopamine projections from the midbrain
ventral tegmental area (VTA) to the nucleus accumbens (NAc)
within the ventral striatum (VS), and to medial prefrontal areas
including ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC) and dorsal
anterior cingulate cortex (dACC)20–27. Inhibiting dopamine signal-
ing in the NAc reduces effort exertion28–30, while enhancing
dopamine activity increases it31,32. The same circuitry has been
tied to motivation in the human brain. Functional magnetic
resonance imaging (fMRI) studies have implicated regions
including VS, vmPFC, and dACC in EBDM33–42, and a PET imaging
study linked dopamine function in the striatum and vmPFC to
willingness to exert effort43. VS activation is reduced at time of
reward following higher-effort performance and at time of choice
for higher efforts, providing evidence for a representation of effort
discounting in VS33,35,38,40,44–46. However, some EBDM fMRI studies
did not report VS activation36,41,47–50, and the specific EBDM
components evoking activation in different regions remains
uncertain.
Despite extensive behavioral evidence of reduced willingness to

exert effort in SZ, the fMRI correlates of these EBDM abnormalities
have not yet been well characterized. The three such studies to
date have linked SZ to abnormal activation in the VS during effort
tasks51–53. However, these studies used very different effort
constructs, and none of them used full parametric variation of
both reward and effort to examine their separate and integrated
(model-based SV) effects. Furthermore, these studies differed in
terms of whether fMRI abnormalities were robustly captured as
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categorical effects of diagnosis or dimensional correlates of
amotivation. Our own prior study identified dimensional but not
categorical VS hypofunction in SZ8; however, the correlation was
only significant for out-of-scanner effort behavior and not clinical
amotivation, and the fMRI reward task did not involve effort
decisions. Thus, further work is needed to clarify which
components of EBDM relate to VS hypofunction and whether
these are best understood as categorical or dimensional.
The current study sought to address the above gaps in current

understanding by investigating EBDM in patients with SZ and
healthy controls using an fMRI effort discounting task (EDT, Fig. 1)
that independently manipulated reward and effort levels across a
wide range. This allowed us to analyze activation during decision-
making as well as activation that specifically relates to effort cost,
reward, and subjective value. We hypothesized that VS and a
broader motivation network encode SV, with parametrically-
modeled reward and effort exerting opposite effects. Based on
prior literature linking amotivation in SZ specifically to VS
hypofunction, we hypothesized that the SZ group would exhibit
lower activation selectively within VS during effort-based deci-
sions, and that this average effect of diagnosis would reflect
dimensional severity of clinical amotivation. Finally, we expected
that application of neuroeconomic modeling would increase
sensitivity and interpretability of clinical effects. Specifically, we
predicted that amotivation would reflect greater suppression of VS
activation by effort cost.

RESULTS
Behavioral results
Relative to controls, SZ showed elevated clinical amotivation and
other symptoms, as expected (Table 1). The primary measure of
behavioral motivation, logB, did not differ between groups (CT:
−0.31 ± 0.59; SZ: −0.41 ± 1.05; t= 0.38; p= 0.70) nor was it
significantly correlated with clinical amotivation across all
participants (r= 0.04; p= 0.81) or in SZ patients (r= 0.03; p=
0.89). As expected, the a priori linear model fit behavioral data
better than the hyperbolic or parabolic models; model fit did not
show significant group differences or correlations with amotiva-
tion (see Supplementary Discussion).

Neuroimaging results
Task activation. Across the full sample, the non-parametric task
regressor (mean response across trials) revealed activation in brain
regions involved in valuation and decision-making. Specifically, the
VS ROI was strongly activated (p< 0.001; peak t= 7.19; MNI
−20,12,0); however, a much smaller region (78 voxels vs. 509 voxels)
of anteroventromedial VS bordering vmPFC was task-deactivated
(p< 0.001; peak t=−7.00; −4,16,−8). dACC was activated by task (p
< 0.001; peak t= 8.82; 2,26,36) while vmPFC was deactivated (p<
0.001; peak t=−8.52; 2,46,−14). An exploratory whole-brain analysis
showed these effects and revealed additional task-modulated
regions (see Supplementary Figs. 2 and 3).

As hypothesized, SZ exhibited significantly less VS activation to
task compared to CT (p= 0.027; peak t= 3.38; 12,12,−4; Fig. 2a, see
Supplementary Fig. 4 for selectivity of VS effect). Furthermore, in SZ
greater clinical amotivation was associated with reduced task
activation in VS (p= 0.004; peak t=−4.92; 8,14,−14; Fig. 2b). In
controls, VS activation also inversely correlated with amotivation at a
trend level (p= 0.073). When group and amotivation were jointly
modeled across all participants, the VS dimensional effect was still
significant (p= 0.028; peak t=−4.95; 6,14,0; Fig. 2c, d) but the group
effect was no longer significant. The categorical and dimensional VS
results were not driven by other negative symptoms or by other
potential confounds (see Supplementary Tables 2 and 3). Neither
dACC nor vmPFC activation showed group effects or amotivation
correlations in any of these analyses (p’s > 0.1); In whole-brain
analyses the dimensional effect across all participants was most
significant in VS (p= 0.007; whole-brain peak t=−5.23; 6,16,2; see
Supplementary Fig. 5). The dimensional relationship in dorsal
striatum was also significant, unlike the categorical effect (see
Supplementary Figs. 4 and 5 and Supplementary Discussion).

Effort and reward. Parametric models were used to further parse
these average task results and identify effects related to across-
trial variation in effort, reward, and integration as SV. Across all
participants, reward and effort exerted opposite effects in the
directions expected for valuation regions. Differential effort
(HARD–EASY) deactivated VS (p= 0.01; peak t=−4.09; 10,14,2;
Fig. 3a). Differential effort even more robustly deactivated dACC
(p < 0.001; peak t=−4.39; 4,34,28), with no effect in vmPFC.
Whole-brain analysis also identified VS and dACC de-activation, as
well as other deactivated areas including bilateral insula, middle
frontal gyrus, and occipital cortex; no areas were positively
correlated with effort. Conversely, differential reward positively
correlated with VS activation (p < 0.001; peak t= 4.95; 10,4,0; Fig.
3b), but did not activate vmPFC or dACC. Whole-brain analysis
showed the VS differential reward effect as well as positive
activation in task-active regions (p < 0.01).
We found no significant group differences in activation related to

differential effort costs or reward values in VS, secondary ROIs, or
whole-brain analysis. Greater CAINS amotivation in SZ was associated
with increased vmPFC activation to effort costs (p= 0.022; peak t=
3.21; −2,46,−18). VS and dACC showed no differential effort
correlation in SZ, and none of the three regions showed effort
correlations across the full sample (p’s > 0.1). Whole-brain analyses
did not identify any significant regions in these effort correlation
analyses. There were no correlations between amotivation and
differential reward magnitude in VS, secondary ROIs, or whole-brain
analysis, within the SZ group or across the full sample (p’s > 0.1).

Subjective value. Two parametric models for individualized
subjective value (SV) were compared; both have been employed
in prior discounting literature but rarely in the same study54. The
first modeled differential SV between the two presented options.
The second SV model took into account only the SV of the chosen
option.

Fig. 1 Example trial from fMRI EDT Task. Participants selected between a low effort/low money (EASY) trial and a parametrically varied
higher-effort/higher-reward (HARD) option (a). The effort “trials” participants were asked to consider were repetitions of a “Bigger Number
Task” (BNT) utilized in previous motivation tasks and here performed out of scanner (b).
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Bilateral VS was associated with differential SV in the full sample
(p= 0.006; peak t= 5.34; 12,10,2, Fig. 4a). dACC also strongly
activated to differential SV (p < 0.001; peak t= 5.20; 4,30,34), while
vmPFC showed no effect. Whole-brain analysis showed the effects
in VS and dACC, and revealed additional differential SV activation
in frontal cortex, occipital cortex, parietal cortex, insula, and
thalamus.
SV of the chosen option also parametrically activated VS (p=

0.048; peak t= 3.33; 10,14,−2, Fig. 4b). Although differential SV
showed stronger VS activation than chosen SV, chosen SV
activation was more spatially selective for VS than differential
SV, and centered in more antero-ventral regions tied to reward as
opposed to non-valenced/salience effects55 (see Supplementary
Fig. 6). Chosen SV did not show any effects in dACC or vmPFC or in
whole-brain analysis.
Group analysis of differential SV revealed a group difference

only in vmPFC, with SZ showing greater activation than CT (p=
0.01; peak t= 3.80; 4,38,−4). VS and dACC did not show any group
differences or association of differential SV with clinical amotiva-
tion in SZ or across all participants. No significant group
differences or associations between amotivation and chosen SV
were found in VS, dACC, vmPFC, or whole-brain analysis. In
addition, no correlations were found across the whole brain in any
region.
The above imaging findings are summarized in Table 2.

DISCUSSION
We applied an effort discounting task to examine normal and
abnormal motivation processes. We found that ventral striatum,
the core brain region underpinning motivation, was hypoactive
during effort-based decision-making in schizophrenia and this
hypofunction correlated with clinical amotivation severity. Across
the full sample, VS activation corresponded to model-based
subjective value, integrating reward magnitude and effort costs;
however, the key clinical findings in VS were not captured by
model-based analyses.

There are only three published studies examining fMRI effort
discounting in schizophrenia51–53; our results are broadly con-
sistent in identifying abnormal VS function. However, there are key
differences in both methods and results. Huang et al.51 used the
EEfRT6, a task which manipulates reward magnitude (and
probability) but does not vary effort levels associated with the
hard choice. As we did, they found reduced VS activation in SZ
during the choice phase; in contrast, they observed abnormal lack
of VS modulation by reward, which we did not find. Culbreth
et al.53 applied an effort paradigm previously used to examine
valuation vs. decision-difficulty responses56. They also found the
same inverse correlation of VS activity and clinical amotivation we
observe, however, it is unclear whether the decisional-difficulty
contrast they examined captures reward-effort trade-offs. Park
et al.52 adapted a paradigm which manipulated reward and effort
cues without choices35. They did not find abnormalities in SZ
during the valuation phase, but instead found lower VS activation
correlating with amotivation in SZ during effort performance, and
heightened VS activation in SZ during the feedback phase.
A more extensive literature using non-effort tasks links VS

hypofunction to negative symptoms and amotivation57–62. Our
own prior work showed a correlation in SZ between behavioral
motivation (measured with a progressive ratio variant of our EDT)
and VS activation in a non-effort reward task8. The present study
demonstrates that VS hypofunction is present during reward-
effort trade-off decisions and that this explicitly motivational
decision process correlates with amotivation measured clinically.
However, the finding of VS hypofunction across tasks with and
without explicit effort or motivation components raises important
questions regarding psychological specificity. Striatal dysfunction
has been linked to deficits in reward anticipation, reinforcement
learning, and prediction error signaling63, all of which may relate
to VS hypofunction. One possibility is that amotivation in SZ is
associated with primary VS hypofunction that manifests in any
fMRI measure of VS activation (“pseudospecificity”). An alternative
and compatible possibility is that reward and non-reward
tasks64,65 may probe the motivational function of VS even when

Table 1. Demographic and clinical information for patient and control groups.

Variable Control (n= 23) Schizophrenia (n= 21) p value

Gender (% female) 43% (10F/13M)a 43% (9F/12M) 0.99b,c

Handedness (% right) 96% (22R/1L) 95% (19R/2L) 0.59

Smoke (% yes) 9% (2Y/21N) 24% (5Y/16N) 0.23

Age (yrs) 32.2 (10.3, 19–54)d 36.6 (7.7, 22–54) 0.13e

Education (yrs) 14.7 (2.0, 12–18) 13.7 (1.5, 12–18) 0.07

Parental education (yrs) 14.5 (2.1, 12–19) 13.1 (2.7, 9–19) 0.06

CAINS amotivation 0.61 (0.56, 0–1.9) 1.56 (0.81, 0.4–2.8) <0.001

CAINS total avg.f 0.69 (0.45, 0.1–2.0) 1.41 (0.57, 0.4–2.5) <0.001

Global SANS avg.g 0.20 (0.41, 0–1.5) 2.15 (0.89, 0.5–3.5) <0.001

Global SAPS avg. 0.00 (0.11, 0–0.5) 1.11 (1.13, 0–4.3) <0.001

Depression symptomsh 0.13 (0.34, 0–1.0) 3.43 (3.83, 0–12.0) <0.001

Cognitive performancei 0.45 (0.36, −0.32–0.95) −0.30 (0.71, −1.7–0.63) <0.001

Antipsychotic dosej NA 421 (270, 0–1226) NA

aCategorial variables are reported as percentage (proportion).
bAll p-values in the table are two-tailed, uncorrected.
cFisher’s exact test was used to compare proportions for categorical variables.
dContinuous variables are reported as mean (SD, min–max).
eStudent’s t test used for comparing group means.
fCAINS scores are averages across items. See details in Supplementary Materials.
gSANS and SAPS scores reflect the averages across items.
hCalgary Depression Scale for Schizophrenia.
iCalculated from Penn CNB as z-scores across all subjects from both groups.
jAntipsychotic dose in chlorpromazine equivalents; antipsychotic treatment: none (n= 1), 1st gen (n= 3), 2nd gen (n= 17).
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motivation is not an explicit task focus. Our findings strengthen
the connection between VS hypofunction, motivated decisions,
and clinical amotivation, while also pointing to the need for work
directly comparing related constructs.
Notably, we confirmed the primary dimensional relationship

between VS hypofunction and amotivation, consistent with the
RDoC framework of psychopathology66. The literature supports
both categorical and dimensional VS hypofunction, but this varies
across studies including across the three prior effort fMRI studies.
Only the categorical effect was robust in Huang et al.; Culbreth
et al. found only robust dimensional effects; and Park et al.
reported a dimensional hypofunction effect but an opposite-

direction categorical effect (in a different contrast)51–53. Our results
support the view that motivation impairment is not a character-
istic of schizophrenia in general, instead manifesting only in a
subset, to varying degrees. A primary dimensional effect will often
produce a secondary categorical (average) effect, but can also
reduce apparent categorical effects through increased intra-group
variability. Detection of expected dimensional amotivation effects
can be facilitated by measures that capture a wide range of
motivation with limited sensitivity to other common features
including psychomotor slowing, cognitive impairment, and
positive symptoms. Some prior work (e.g., Reddy et al.19)
recommends using categorical discrimination sensitivity as a

Fig. 2 Clinical effects on VS activation to effort-based decisions. Individuals with schizophrenia (SZ) had reduced VS activation during task
decisions compared with control participants (CT) (a). In patients with SZ, severity of clinical amotivation correlated inversely with VS
activation during task decisions (b). A negative correlation between VS activation to task and clinical amotivation was also observed across all
participants, controlling for group (c). In a–c, significance is determined within VS ROI. Descriptive scatterplot (contrast parameters extracted
from entire VS ROI) shows this dimensional relationship across the full sample, separately labeling SZ in red and CT in blue (d).

Fig. 3 Effort and reward exert opposite effects in VS. Differential effort (HARD–EASY) suppressed VS activation (a), while differential reward
positively activated VS (b). Significance is determined within VS ROI.
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criterion in evaluating which motivation paradigms should be
used in clinical trials. We disagree, and argue that understanding
the pathophysiology of amotivation and developing biomarkers
or treatments for this symptom requires prioritizing dimensional
over categorical sensitivity, in line with an understanding that
amotivation reflects a dimensional neurobehavioral construct.

Our whole-brain analyses of task activation demonstrated that
group differences and amotivation correlations were especially
robust in VS, suggesting a dominant contribution of this region to
amotivation in SZ. While this relative VS-selectivity is broadly
consistent with the prior work in SZ noted above, it is surprising
considering extensive human and animal research identifying a
broader circuit in EBDM and value-based decisions, in particular
dACC and vmPFC55,67–69. Unusual VS sensitivity of our task
contrast or analysis cannot explain our findings, as other more
strongly task-activated regions did not exhibit the categorical or
dimensional clinical effects. Culbreth et al. also identified VS-
selective amotivation correlations with a contrast that activated
other regions more robustly, and SZ abnormalities in Park et al.
also appeared selective for VS52,53. However, Huang et al. found
similar reductions in VS, posterior cingulate and vmPFC51. We
argue that while many regions are involved in normal motivation,
the selectivity of VS for this psychological process and selectivity
of VS dysfunction in amotivated individuals with SZ contribute to
its preferential identification in fMRI studies such as ours.
Across all participants, our parametric reward and effort

manipulations elicited hypothesized opposite-direction effects in
valuation regions (positive reward and negative effort response).
Consistent with encoding of integrated subjective value (reward
discounted by effort), participant-specific SV models revealed
activation in VS and other valuation regions. Compared to
differential SV, chosen SV elicited activation that was more
selective for VS, as well as more centered in ventromedial (NAc)
positive-valence vs. valence-insensitive salience regions of VS55.
This suggests that NAc selectively encodes chosen value in our
paradigm. The more spatially extended differential SV response
may also reflect covarying task-evoked psychological processes,
consistent with reports that dACC and other task-active regions
respond to decision difficulty (which is greater when the
difference in SV between hard and easy options is reduced)70,71.
Contrary to expectations, vmPFC activation did not reflect SV,
vmPFC differential SV response was higher in SZ, and vmPFC
effort-related activation positively correlated with amotivation; as
vmPFC is strongly deactivated by decision-difficulty this might
occlude valuation signals. We note that the specific regional
pattern associated with SV in prior fMRI studies in healthy
volunteers varied substantially across studies. For example, while
some prior effort fMRI studies in healthy volunteers reported
discounted SV signals in VS33,35,38,40,44–46 others failed to find SV
effects in VS36,41,47–50. While some of the latter studies concluded
that VS does not encode effort-discounted SV41,49, our results
indicate it does; across-study variation likely reflects differences in
task design and modeling. An unusual feature of our paradigm is
the inclusion of a high effort range, such that on many trials the SV
of the harder option is strongly negative. This likely increases the

Fig. 4 Comparison of two models for subjective value. Bilateral VS was activated by both differential subjective value (SV, HARD–EASY) (a),
and by SV of the chosen option (b). Significance is determined within VS ROI. Display threshold is set below significance levels to illustrate
bilaterality of the chosen value effect (significant on right, trend on left).

Table 2. Summary of findings for each contrast tested in the primary
VS ROI and secondary (dACC, vmPFC) ROIs.

VS dACC vmPFC

Model 1 Task

Average response Activated Activated Deactivated

Group difference SZ < CT nsa ns

Correlation with
amotivation SZ

Negative ns ns

Correlation with amotivation
transdiagnostic

Negative ns ns

Model 2 Effort

Average response Deactivated Deactivated ns

Group difference ns ns ns

Correlation with
amotivation SZ

ns ns Positive

Correlation with amotivation
transdiagnostic

ns ns ns

Model 2 Reward

Average response Activated ns ns

Group difference ns ns ns

Correlation with
amotivation SZ

ns ns ns

Correlation with amotivation
transdiagnostic

ns ns ns

Model 3 Differential SV

Average response Activated Activated ns

Group difference ns ns SZ > CT

Correlation with
amotivation SZ

ns ns ns

Correlation with amotivation
transdiagnostic

ns ns ns

Model 4 Chosen SV

Average response Activated ns ns

Group difference ns ns ns

Correlation with
amotivation SZ

ns ns ns

Correlation with amotivation
transdiagnostic

ns ns ns

ans= not significant at p < 0.05 threshold.
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impact of effort on behavior as well as altering regional sensitivity
to parametric regressors; for example, the chosen SV regressor has
almost exclusively positive values while the differential SV
regressor has many negative values.
Despite finding expected parametric responses in VS, our

hypothesized clinical findings in VS were only significant for
overall activation during decisions, without any significant
relationship to the parametric factors contributing to those
decisions. In particular, we did not find support for our hypothesis
that those with greater amotivation would show greater suppres-
sion of VS to differential effort cost.
The absence of model-based clinical correlates indicates that

employing quantitative model-based paradigms may not always
enhance sensitivity in relating fMRI activation to particular
psychological processes. The complexity of model-based fMRI
findings when examining individual differences has been high-
lighted by Lebreton et al.72, particularly with regard to effects
related to adaptive coding and regressor scaling. Furthermore,
compared to simple across-trial task regressors, parametric
regressors may be more affected by trial-by-trial variation in
noise/artifact or other psychological processes, impacting their
reliability and driving unexplained individual variability. While
complicating interpretation, the examination of simple task
contrasts alongside different parametric models is a strength of
our study, and work employing only a single approach may
provide a misleading simplicity. Importantly, the fact that our
clinical fMRI effects are found in the simpler task-based contrast
means they are not driven by any potential mis-specification of
the discounting model. Our study highlights potential limitations
of parametric model-based analyses particularly when applied in
smaller samples, and also emphasizes the importance of including
standard task activation measures which may be more statistically
robust. Future studies examining the role of VS in representing
effort costs in individuals with amotivation should utilize samples
large enough to accommodate individual differences in task
strategy as well as potentially noisier parametric measures, should
incorporate designs that disentangle SV from decision difficulty,
and should compare different discounting tasks and modeling
approaches within the same sample.
Contrary to expectation, we did not find a relationship between

clinical amotivation and behavioral measures of motivation in the
EDT. While many studies do report expected behavioral
effects1,8,10–12,51, others do not report reduced effortful choices
in schizophrenia, particularly at low values of reward6,10,12,13,73.
This heterogeneity, and the absence of behavioral abnormalities
here, may reflect the complexity of factors impacting individual
differences in effort decisions (see Supplementary Discussion).
Some aspects of our paradigm that were designed to increase
interpretability of fMRI measures (e.g., parametric modulation of
both reward and effort with random trial ordering, and deferred
effort performance) could potentially make the behavioral out-
come more vulnerable to cognitive confounds or variation in task
strategy. Rather than only exhibiting a reduction in willingness to
exert effort, some individuals with schizophrenia likely allocate
effort in suboptimal ways74,75, and this may be exacerbated in
more complex or abstract tasks. We did observe some across-
subject variability in the best-fitting SV model, supporting this
possibility.
Nonetheless, our task does produce expected effects of reward

and effort on choice behavior in the schizophrenia group and
across the full sample. Furthermore, the task produces VS
activations to subjective value, reward, and effort in expected
directions across the full sample, and most importantly it produces
VS activation across trials that correlates with clinical amotivation
in the expected direction in both SZ and across the full sample.
This suggests that VS activation with fMRI may have better
sensitivity to detect amotivation differences than behavioral
measures, although this could vary based on the specific task

and specific sample. Although the severity of clinical amotivation
in our patient sample is similar to that reported in other effort
discounting fMRI studies, and the range was sufficient to identify
correlations with VS activation, it is possible that inclusion of more
patients at the most severe end of the amotivation range would
have enhanced our ability to detect behavioral differences.
In addition to the limitations in the discussion above, several

other limitations deserve to be emphasized. Our group matching
was imperfect and certain demographic factors show trend
differences between groups, although demographic variables
did not explain key results (see Supplementary Discussion). In
addition, we studied primarily patients with chronic schizophrenia
on antipsychotics. While this facilitates generalizability to the
typical schizophrenia population, antipsychotics affect dopamine
signaling and could alter VS activation76. As we did not expect our
neurobehavioral measures to distinguish primary from secondary
amotivation, we did not include a measure selective for primary
negative symptoms. Amotivation severity did correlate with
positive symptom severity in our patients, suggesting both
primary and secondary symptoms are present; however, our
findings were not explained by positive symptoms or other
common contributors to secondary negative symptoms including
depression or antipsychotic dosage. Given these limitations, it will
be important to evaluate the reported effects in larger
medication-naive populations with an even wider range of
amotivation severity.
These limitations notwithstanding, our results provide impor-

tant new evidence regarding normal and abnormal patterns of
activation during effort discounting. In particular, our findings
provide strong support for a dimensional relationship between VS
hypofunction during effort-based decision-making and clinical
amotivation severity. A better understanding of specific impair-
ments in effort-based decision-making will ultimately lead to
better strategies for treating disabling amotivation. As clinical
amotivation and reduced willingness to exert effort in behavioral
tasks are also observed in first episode psychosis and clinical high
risk for psychosis77–79 neurobehavioral biomarkers of amotivation
may also provide targets for early detection and intervention.

METHODS
Participants
Of 50 enrolled participants, 44 had analyzable data, including individuals
with clinically stable schizophrenia or schizoaffective disorder (SZ, n= 21)
and group-matched controls (CT, n= 23) (see Table 1 for demographic and
clinical details and Supplementary Methods for inclusion/exclusion
criteria). This study complied with all relevant ethical regulations for work
with human participants; the study protocol was approved by the
University of Pennsylvania’s Institutional Review Board and written
informed consent was obtained in accordance with IRB guidelines.
Participants received a fixed compensation and additional payment based
on task performance.

Study design, clinical assessment, image acquisition, and
preprocessing
At the intake visit, participants completed a diagnostic interview and trait
measures including self-report questionnaires, interviews, cognitive test-
ing, and behavioral tasks. On scan day, state questionnaires and interviews
were administered including the Clinical Assessment Interview for
Negative Symptoms (CAINS), which provided our primary measure of
clinical amotivation. All imaging data were collected on a 3T Siemens TIM
TRIO scanner with a 32-channel head coil, including a T1-weighted
structural image and four runs of BOLD images during the effort
discounting task, which were preprocessed in FSL. See Supplementary
Methods for details of assessment, MRI acquisition, quality assurance, and
processing.
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fMRI task paradigm
fMRI activation during effort cost-reward trade-off decisions was probed
using a new effort discounting task (EDT, Fig. 1a), adapted from a temporal
discounting task80 by integrating the reward and effort requirements from
our earlier out-of-scanner progressive ratio task (PRT) which demonstrated
dimensional associations with amotivation and VS hypofunction8.
In each trial, participants chose between lower-effort/lower-reward

(EASY) and higher-effort/higher-reward (HARD) options. For example, an
item might offer a choice between “200 cents for 10 trials” and “370 cents
for 130 trials”. Here the number of effort “trials” referred to the number of
required repetitions of the Bigger Number Task (BNT), a simple task
requiring choosing the larger of two numbers, used in the prior PRT study8

(Fig. 1b). Participants did not complete the effort during the scan but were
informed that they would perform one randomly selected choice (and
receive the associated reward) after scanning was completed, thus fully
isolating the decision phase from effort performance and reward receipt.
Participants completed 200 EDT trials divided across 4 runs. Each trial

lasted 4 s, with a jittered crosshair intertrial interval (range 2–20 s, mean
6.1 s). The HARD option parametrically varied reward and effort
magnitudes, yielding HARD–EASY differences ranging from 10 to 500
cents and 9 to 1779 BNT trials. Reward and effort were uncorrelated across
EDT trials by design. If participants did not make a choice within 4 s for a
trial, the task simply moved on to a crosshair followed by the next trial.
Each run lasted 504 s (168 TRs). See Supplementary Methods for further
task details and considerations.

Behavioral analysis
EDT behavior was modeled using a linear discount function SV= A-B*E.
This equation describes how the subjective value (SV) of a particular
reward amount (A) is discounted as the effort (E) needed to obtain it
increases. The primary behavioral measure of motivation from the EDT was
the estimated B parameter; higher B values indicate a stronger negative
impact of effort on subjective value, and hence lower motivation. Beta
values were subsequently log10 transformed (logB) to provide a normal
distribution for group analyses. Behavior was also modeled using
exploratory hyperbolic and parabolic discount functions to compare to
previous literature on effort and delay discounting15,35,36,75,81, along with
percentage of hard choices as a model-free measure (see Supplementary
Methods).

fMRI timeseries analysis
We applied five main participant-level timeseries models. The first model
included a non-parametric regressor of average response across trials
(“task”), capturing the effect of making any choice (between EASY and
HARD options). The second model included task (non-parametric) and
differential subjective value (SVdiff), a parametric regressor capturing the
signed difference in SV between the two trial options (HARD–EASY). SV was
tailored for each participant using the above linear discount function. The
third model included task and parametric SV of the chosen option only
(SVchosen). The fourth model included task, parametric differential effort,
and parametric differential reward, in order to separately evaluate reward
and effort effects. The fifth model included task, parametric chosen effort,
and parametric chosen reward. As range adaptation is reported for BOLD
responses to parametric regressors in decision-making tasks, all parametric
regressors were z-scored within run72,82, and were orthogonalized against
the task regressor in each model. The four runs of the task were
concatenated and analyzed together83,84, primarily to increase variability of
the SVchosen regressor, as several participants had little variability in
chosen value (i.e., chose all easy options in some task runs). For
consistency, concatenated images were used for all analyses; results were
similar using fixed effects to combine across runs. Additional confound
regressors modeled trials with no subject response, constant regressors for
each of the 4 runs, and 6 motion parameters to reduce motion-related
artifacts. Given that these models are not fully independent of each other
and that secondary models are intended to unpack results from other
models, we did not apply a statistical correction for multiple comparisons
across these models.

Group level fMRI analysis
Subject-level contrasts of interest (task, subjective value, reward, effort)
were then examined in group analyses, identifying regions where fMRI
responses were significant on average, correlated with CAINS amotivation,

or reflected categorical group differences (CT > SZ). Random-effects group-
level analysis was implemented voxelwise in FSL. Primary analyses focused
on the a priori VS ROI, defined using 10mm spheres around bilateral peak
voxels associated with SV in a meta-analysis55; dACC and vmPFC were
secondary ROIs (see Supplementary Methods and Supplementary Fig. 1).
Exploratory whole-brain analyses tested for effects outside of hypothesized
regions. Significant clusters within the ROI masks were defined as p < 0.05,
FWE-corrected using 5000 permutations in FSL’s randomise, with
threshold-free cluster enhancement (TFCE)85,86 to ensure rigorous control
of multiple comparisons. All statistical tests utilized two-tailed p-values.
Except where noted, correlations were calculated using Pearson’s
correlations and group comparisons were examined with two-sample t
tests; normality of key variables (VS activation, amotivation) was confirmed
visually and with a Lilliefors test.

Reporting summary
Further information on research design is available in the Nature Research
Reporting Summary linked to this article.
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